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Summary
The village-level white Burgundies of Puligny-Montrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet have
undergone significant price rises over the last decade. This has led to increased interest in
the wines from Burgundy’s lesser-known villages as buyers and consumers look for value in
the Côte D’Or. Saint-Aubin’s adjacency to both Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet gives it
the potential to provide an alternative. Does it have the capacity to achieve this in terms of
wine quality and style, pricing and reputation? What influences the character of these
wines, how are they perceived in Burgundy itself and by retail buyers in the London
independent retail sector? Burgundy producers, UK Burgundy importers and London
independent wine retail buyers were interviewed. Data was analysed from French
organisations the BIVB, CAVB and SAFER alongside a decade of reviews from key
reviewers of the region. Finally, wines from all three appellations were tasted by a selection
of the UK wine trade to further assess quality and value across the AOCs.

Introduction
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet are regarded as producing some of the world’s
greatest and most expensive Chardonnays (Robinson, 2006), even enjoyed by the likes of
Jefferson in the 1700s (Gabler, 1995). The last decade has seen the prices of Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet escalate sharply (Lambert and Taylor, pers. comm.2016), while the
quality of wines emerging from the satellite villages of the Côte D’Or has risen due to
improvement in both viticultural practices and vinification (Lamy, pers comm. 2015). The
vineyards of Saint-Aubin (St-Aubin) are adjacent to those of Puligny and ChassagneMontrachet, however the wines from here have been significantly cheaper in recent years
(retail pricing data p. 23). Stephen Brook asked of St-Aubin “Is this Burgundy’s best value
village?” (Brook, Decanter, 2007), as the appellation began to garner recognition from
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consumers and press. Given its proximity, can the wines of St-Aubin provide an alternative
to the village-level wines of Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet? Do they have the potential
to occupy a similar price point, achieve similar consumer recognition / desirability, and can
they deliver similar levels of quality? This research paper aims to establish the answers to
these questions within the context of the London independent wine retail sector, while
considering feedback along the supply chain from producer to retailer.

Methodology


Review of online and physical resources relating to Burgundy vineyards, producers,
geology, history, climate data, vintages and contemporary issues. This provided
information on the history and terroir of the region.



Interviews and data acquisition from French organisations BIVB, CAVB and SAFER
to provide data around the current and historical cost of vineyards, current and
historical plantings, producer information and an overview of exports. The BIVB were
visited in person and also contacted via email. Both SAFER and the CAVB were
contacted by email.



Burgundy producer interviews conducted over two trips to the region and via email.
Interviews in 2015 and 2016 with producers whose range includes St-Aubin, plus
others for overall context of the region. A variety of producers were interviewed, from
those based in the village itself, to larger scale negociants. The semi-structured
interviews aimed to obtain the producers’ view on the differences in terroir, wine
style, production and commercial potential between the areas of study.
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Structured interviews with London independent wine retailers, plus range analysis.
The focus was on bricks and mortar independent wine specialists, including
department stores, single-site retailers and multi-site independents. 47 retailers in
the Greater London area were identified. Retailers with fewer than 5 white
Burgundies were removed from the study, as it was impossible to draw
representative conclusions from a range of this size. 33 retailers remained. 20
retailers underwent structured interviews including a questionnaire, and the wine lists
of all 33 retailers were analysed.



UK Burgundy importers with channels to London independent retail were interviewed
to gain an overview of market conditions in the UK, sales and pricing, trends and
predictions for the future.



Wine reviews from leading journalists were analysed to provide a historical
comparison of current quality across the regions of study from an objective
perspective, while also seeking to establish whether any changes in quality occurred
over a 10 year period



A semi-blind tasting of 30 white wines from the 3 regions of study was held for 20 of
the UK wine trade including retailers, buyers, journalists and 8 MWs. All had
extensive experience of tasting Burgundy. The aim was to establish regional
differences in style, and whether quality perceptions matched those of value and
origin.
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UK Market Overview
Burgundy exported 11.5 million bottles to the UK during the first 10 months of 2015 (14.6
million for the full year 2014), for a turnover of 91.4 million euros (€ ) (112 million € for the
full year 2014), making the UK the second largest global market for Burgundy after the
USA. (BIVB press release 2016). 85% of the volume is still white wine, with the wines of
Chablis accounting for approximately 1/3 of this sector. Sales have declined since a peak in
2007 of circa 28 million bottles in the first 10 months, bottoming out at 11.35 million bottles
in the same period of 2014, before showing signs of slight recovery in 2015.

Following high sales of the successful 2005 vintage in 2007, the initial decline of 20%
occurred in 2008 (BIVB); a result of the global financial crisis. Minor recovery in 2010-2011
was driven by the high volumes and quality of the 2009 vintage, however small vintages
(see vintage overview, p.17) from 2010 – 2013 further reduced sales, (C Mercer,
Decanter.com, 2015) compounded by rising prices (McKenna, 2014)

Much of the leftover volume has been taken up by the USA and Canada, alongside the
Asian markets. China and Hong Kong have seen a significant increase of sales by value,
putting pressure on allocations of sought-after growers and appellations. Japan has
consolidated its position as the 3rd largest export market for Burgundy with Australia also
seeing steady growth (BIVB press release, 2016)
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Regional Overview
Historical context
The first literary reference to the wines of St-Aubin comes from Dr Morelot in 1831
mentioning that “the village makes good wines, even if less fine than Puligny and
Santenay.” The village appellation was created in 1937 while the 1ers crus were introduced
in 1977. Arlott and Fielden state in 1976 that average production was 1,241 hectolitres of
red wine and 782 of white, from 120 hectares (ha) under vine: extremely low production by
today’s standards. Robert Parker writes in his 1990 book Burgundy that “it is interesting that
St-Aubin has as many up-and-coming young, inspired growers as the internationally known
village of Gevrey-Chambertin in the northern Côte de Nuits”. A decade later, Jean-Francois
Bazin stated that St-Aubin was “known as a secret appellation, the preserve of a ‘happy
few’; real connoisseurs” because “for a long time St-Aubin has been regarded as the high
Chassagne”, while in 2016 Jancis Robinson MW writes “….and St-Aubin, once regarded as
definitively inferior to the most famous white-wine villages Meursault, Puligny-Montrachet
and Chassagne-Montrachet, should now be regarded as virtually their equal. Many is the
fine white from St-Aubin nowadays, but prices have yet to catch up.” (Jancis Robinson.com)
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Geography and Terroir
St-Aubin


30 Climats classed as Premier Cru (1er Cru).



Whites: 112.95 ha (including 83.79 ha 1er Cru).



Reds: 44.20 ha (including 33.68 ha 1er Cru) (BIVB)



Approximately 60 producers making wines from the St-Aubin appellation, with 15
based in the village itself (BIVB, bourgognewines.com). NB: the producer numbers
are listed as approximate as this may vary from year to year.

Puligny-Montrachet


17 Premiers Crus Climats and 5 Grands Crus.



Whites: 210.70 ha (including 98.13 ha 1er Cru).



Reds: 0.76 ha (including 0.05 ha 1er Cru).



Approximately 130 producers making wines from Puligny-Montrachet
(BIVB bourgognewines.com)

Chassagne-Montrachet


55 Premiers Crus Climats and 3 Grands Crus.



Whites: 197.66 ha (including 116.99 ha 1er Cru).



Reds: 106.45 ha (including 32.11 ha 1er Cru).



Approximately 105 producers making wines from Chassagne-Montrachet (BIVB,
bourgognewines.com)
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(Reproduced with kind permission of the BIVB)
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The vineyards of St-Aubin are adjacent to those of Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. All
three communes share the ‘Beaune strata package’, which is comprised of strata from the
Callovian (Mid Jurassic) and Oxfordian (Upper Jurassic) periods, capped by Nantoux
limestone. (Wilson, 1998). This band of soil becomes less clear at Santenay where the
ground becomes inconsistent, and broken by rocks, making this commune a less natural
partner to Chassagne-Montrachet than St-Aubin, despite its southern adjacency.

Martin and Bonichon (pers. comm, 2016) described the soils of the three appellations thus:



St-Aubin: diverse terroir, distributed over different sectors (Chassagne, Gamay,
Saint-Aubin); clay and limestone soil with sand, marl and iron oxide.



Puligny: deep limestone soils.



Chassagne: shallower limestone soils, combined with organic matter from the plains.

Touching the vineyards of Chassagne are Le Pitangeret (260 metres altitude) and the
larger Le Charmois 1er Cru which reaches an altitude of 340 metres. Both face due east
and possess limestone-rich soils. The steeper, stonier Charmois produces wines of greater
finesse and concentration, especially from the mid-section. Les Combes au Sud lies in the
base of the valley, thus has thicker, alluvial soil, and also suffers from shading late in the
day (Thomas, pers. comm. 2015). Several producers interviewed believe that this should
not be classified as 1er Cru.

The finest sector is considered to be over the crest of the Mont-Rachet hill, behind
Chevalier-Montrachet and stretching back to the village of Gamay. (L Pillot, pers.
comm.2016) This area is composed entirely of 1er Cru vineyards on similar shallow, well-
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drained pebbly limestone to the Puligny 1ers and Grands Crus (Martin, pers. comm. 2016).
Les Murgers des Dents de Chien is the highest of these at 370 metres with a southsoutheast exposure. The stones absorb heat during the day prolonging ripening until late in
the evening (Clair, pers comm. 2015). The altitude contributes to a significant diurnal
temperature swing, allowing for a long ripening period giving concentrated yet elegant
wines with fine acidity (Taylor & Norman, 2010).

The En Remilly vineyard lies just below on a south-southwest facing slope, exposing it to
the midday and early afternoon sun. It shares a similar band of pebbly limestone, however
the orientation and lower altitude means ripening is slightly earlier than Les Murgers des
Dents de Chien (Carillon pers. comm. 2016). This continues up the valley into the smaller
Les Cortons vineyard which twists a few degrees further to the south-west and contains
higher clay content as it touches the valley floor, leading to rounder, softer wines (Chavy,
pers. comm. 2016).

Above this, the Chatenière vineyard has a slightly steeper and more southerly aspect and
higher altitude of 320 metres. The soil remains a pebbly limestone marl. This sector of the
valley retains the heat well, making this the earliest ripening vineyard of the appellation and
source of the most powerful wines (Lamy, pers comm. 2015). Moving further up the slope,
Sur Gamay reaches 370 metres, the altitude mitigated by the south-westerly aspect
capturing the full heat of the day. Above this the tiny Sous Roche Dumay vineyard at 400
metres lies on very thin soil producing delicate, floral whites (Winesearcher.com). The steep
west-facing Les Champlots at 350 metres moves down the slope into En Montceau at 300
metres which is shallower-sloped and thicker-soiled (Morris, 2010).
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After Gamay the band of vineyards recommences on the lower slopes of La Rochepot, now
with a south-easterly aspect. This section while largely protected from wind suffers from a
cooler mesoclimate than the vineyards further east meaning that ripeness can be harder to
achieve (L Pillot, pers. comm. 2016). The lower trio of 1ers Crus; Les Frionnes, Vignes
Moingeon and Les Champs have a shallow slope with heavier richer soils, with the
exception of Les Perrières which, as the name would suggest contains, rocky, broken soil.
The higher band of En Ranché, Marinot, Derrière Chez Edouard and Les Castets benefits
from a steeper incline and thinner stonier limestone soil, resulting in deeper-rooted naturally
lower yielding vines (Lamy, pers. comm. 2015).

The final sector consists of village vineyards, notably Le Banc, Champ Tirant and Les
Pucelles. This sector is disadvantaged by the increasing altitude of the vineyards (up to 400
metres) impacting temperature, and the heavier, limestone marls found here (Taylor &
Norman 2010) which hinder drainage. Afternoon shade can also hinder ripening here
(Thomas, pers. comm. 2015).

In summary, the vineyard area of St-Aubin is less homogenous than that of Puligny or
Chassagne-Montrachet in terms of altitude, aspect and soil type, which suggests that a
greater variation in wine styles and quality is likely.
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Climate Overview

Average
annual
temperature

Average annual
rainfall

Altitude of
vineyards

St-Aubin

10.4 ̊ c

795 mm

250-400 metres

Puligny-Montrachet

10.8 ̊ c

762 mm

230-320 metres

Chassagne-Montrachet

10.8 ̊ c

768 mm

220 -325 metres

(www.climatedata.org)
St-Aubin receives a lower average annual temperature of 0.4 ̊ c than Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet and marginally higher rainfall than both, resulting in a later harvest
date (Clair, pers. comm. 2015). Both are caused by the location of the appellation, in a
rising valley moving westward from the main stretch of the Côte de Beaune. The valley, or
combe, funnels cool air through (Thomas, pers. comm. 2015), while the increase in altitude
and position between the more elevated sections of the Hautes Côtes de Beaune, captures
the precipitation before it reaches the lower slopes of Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet.

The variation of altitude in St-Aubin is more pronounced than its neighbours: 150 metres
top to bottom, versus 120 metres for Puligny and 115 metres for Chassagne-Montrachet
(BIVB).

Clive Coates states: “we are in more senses than one halfway into the Hautes Côtes. The
ambient temperature is cooler, the fruit needs longer to ripen fully, and therefore it is more
liable to be caught by rain during the harvest” (2008). This was supported by Laurent Pillot
(pers. comm. 2016). Thus, we could expect quality to be less consistent and ripeness
harder to achieve than for the neighbouring appellations at lower altitude.
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Historic St-Aubin Vineyard Plantings
(Horteur, BIVB, pers comm. 2016)
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Plantings in St-Aubin since 2000: St-Aubin 1er Cru Rouge has decreased from 39.22
hectares in 2000 to 29 ha in 2014. AOC St-Aubin Rouge has seen a similar decline in area
(although much greater in percentage terms) from 22.57 ha to 10.97 ha over the same
period. This has been replaced by plantings of white, with village-level white plantings
increasing from 17.88 ha to 31.86 ha, while 1er cru white plantings have increased from
71.52 ha to 94.68 ha, which can be construed as a response to the increasing demand for
white wine from this commune.
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Burgundy Vineyard Prices in 1,000 € per hectare
(SAFER, vineyardintelligence.co, 2015)
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The above graph shows the change in vineyard prices over the same period. The cost of
white wine vineyards, mainly found in the Côte de Beaune, has escalated dramatically, with
1er Cru white vineyards rising from 614,000 €/ha in 2000 to 1,340,000 €/ha in 2014, while
the average price of village-level white vineyards has risen from 312,500 € /ha in 2000 to
610,000 €/ha in 2014. Both village and 1er Cru level are significantly more valuable than
their red counterparts, reflecting the insatiable global thirst for white Burgundy and
demonstrating there is a financial incentive for Côte de Beaune producers to replant red
vineyards with white (outside premium areas such as Volnay and Pommard).
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2015 pricing of white-wine vineyards by hectare
(A Chavy, pers. comm. 2016)
St-Aubin

360,000 €

St-Aubin 1er Cru

720,000 €

Puligny-Montrachet

1,008,000 €

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru

1,920,000 €
960,000 €

Chassagne-Montrachet

1,800,000 €

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru

These figures show that vineyards in St-Aubin are significantly more affordable than those
in Puligny and Chassagne. Alain Chavy feels that prices across these have risen by
approximately 15% since 2008. This translates directly into the price of wine, as shown in
the table below:

2014 bulk wine prices
(Thomas, pers. comm. 2016)
228 litre barrel (piece)

75cl bottle
equivalent

St-Aubin

1500 €

4.93 €

St-Aubin 1er Cru

2800 €

9.21 €

Puligny-Montrachet

3500 €

11.51 €

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru

7000 €

23.03 €

Chassagne-Montrachet

3200 €

10.52 €

Chassagne -Montrachet 1er Cru

4000 €

13.16 €

Appellation

This indicates that Puligny-Montrachet commands the highest price from negociants on the
bulk market, while St-Aubin is the cheapest of the three communes. Isabelle Thomas states
that prices of Puligny and Chassagne have risen by 40-50% since the 2008 vintage when a
228 litre barrel of Puligny-Montrachet Villages cost 2200 €, or 7.24 € per bottle.
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Vintage Overview

A series of small harvests has placed pressure on supply, forcing prices upwards since the
abundant 2009 vintage. 2010 saw high quality but a reduction in yield of circa 35% on longterm averages in the white-wine vineyards of the Côte D’Or (Marsh, Decanter 2012). 2011
saw similar yields, while in 2012 the southern end of the Côte de Beaune suffered severe
hailstorms, reducing yields by 60% in many parts of Meursault and Puligny (Carillon, pers.
comm. 2016), increasing prices still further (Apstein, 2012). 2013 was again small due to a
combination of a cool spring and hail in the Côtes de Beaune; Puligny and Chassagne
again down by circa 30% (JM Pillot, pers. comm. 2016), lower still in Meursault. The 2014
vintage produced exceptional quality whites, however yields were reduced by around 10%
in Puligny and Chassagne due to adverse weather around flowering, while Meursault was
once again devastated by hail, losing approximately 50% of its crop (Boyer, pers. comm.
2016), placing extra pressure on volumes from neighbouring Puligny and ChassagneMontrachet. Looking ahead, 2015 offers excellent quality, with volumes around 10% below
the norm (J Pillot & Brault, pers. comm. 2016) but severe frosts in late April mean that 2016
is likely to be another very small vintage, especially in St-Aubin, Chassagne-Montrachet
and Meursault (Girard, pers. comm. 2016).
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Producer Interviews
Viticulture and Winemaking
Producers were asked if there were any differences in the viticulture they used across the
appellations.

All indicated that their training and pruning systems were very similar to those used
elsewhere, most planting at 10,000 vines per hectare. The exception was Lamy (pers.
comm. 2015) who felt that higher density and lower yields per vine were necessary to
achieve high quality in St-Aubin, citing his ‘St-Aubin 1er Cru Derriere Chez Edouard Cuvee
Haut Densité’ as an illustration. This is however an extreme example; a parcel planted at
30,000 vines per hectare. The wine itself is very high quality (pers. tasting at winery 2015),
and indicates what can be achieved in St-Aubin through the application of ultra-high density
plantings. Presented after his Criots Bâtard-Montrachet, it does not suffer by comparison.

Caillet, L Pillot and Chavy (pers. comm. 2015/16) usually harvest 5-7 days Iater in St-Aubin
than Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. Both Thomas and Caillet (pers. comm. 2015)
mentioned that they would sometimes chaptalise their St-Aubin whites by between 0.5 and
1 degree, as often the potential alcohol was 0.25 degrees lower than Puligny and
Chassagne. However this was becoming less necessary due to lower yields and increasing
average temperatures. All stated that winemaking across the 3 AOC.s is uniform within
each quality level; ie Olivier Leflaive (pers. comm. 2015) vinifies his village Chassagne the
same way as his village St-Aubin and Puligny, while the 1ers Crus from each all receive a
further 10% new oak. Caillet (pers. comm. 2015) observed that in the past many producers
would emphasise the differences between the communes by vinifying St-Aubin in stainless
steel to accentuate the freshness of the wines, while turning to new oak to complement the
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richness of Puligny and Chassagne, however this practise had since been jettisoned in
favour of equal treatment. This was supported by Carillon (pers. comm. 2016), who felt that
the character of St-Aubin in the 1970s and early ‘80s was relatively lean with high acidity,
however improvements in viticulture had brought the style and quality closer to that of
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet, and the winemaking had followed suit.

Quality
Most felt that St-Aubin has the potential to match the quality of village-level Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet. This applied particularly to the 1ers Crus on the Roche Dumay hill
such as Chatenière, En Remilly and Les Murgers des Dents de Chien (Brault, pers. comm.
2016). Prudhon felt quality was already equivalent amongst the harder working producers,
and the style was closer to Puligny than Chassagne. Bonichon (pers. comm. 2016)
concurred regarding quality, but felt St-Aubin has a style of its own. Caillet (pers. comm.
2015) thought that on average the quality of Chassagne was better than St-Aubin, however
St-Aubin was capable of matching and surpassing its neighbour in occasional vintages. In
Clair’s (pers. comm. 2015) opinion, the wines could compete with those at village level from
Chassagne and Puligny, but would never achieve the levels of the 1ers and Grands Crus
from these communes. Large (pers. comm. 2015) felt that the fresh style of St-Aubin
matched the current desire of consumers for lighter more elegant styles of white wine.

All agreed quality had improved in St-Aubin over the last 20 years. Lamy (pers. comm.
2015) stated that this was a consequence of supply and demand which had led to
increased investment, thus better wineries and vineyards. He also noted improvements in
viticulture had led to earlier harvests, reducing the risks of adverse weather conditions
around vintage. Leflaive (pers. comm. 2015) said improvements in St-Aubin echoed those
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elsewhere in Burgundy with a new, more widely travelled and educated generation of
winemakers returning home to take over family domaines. Prudhon, Carillon, Caillet and
Clair (pers. comm. 2015/16) all acknowledged they were following the general trend by
grubbing up a proportion of their Pinot vines to be replanted with Chardonnay.

Reputation
Lamy (pers. comm. 2015) comments: “people come to St-Aubin for wine, to Puligny for a
label”, while Denis Clair (pers. comm. 2015) said that consumers specifically came to his
winery to buy St-Aubin, despite being located in Santenay. He observed that this contrasted
to 20 years ago, when St-Aubin struggled to sell, however quality has risen dramatically, as
have the prices of Puligny and Chassagne. Leflaive (pers. comm. 2015) feels the
appellation has benefited from the support of French sommeliers who like to offer a point of
difference and value. He also felt the cheaper price point of St-Aubin offered consumers an
affordable entry into the higher quality whites of the Côte D’Or.

Prudhon and Lamy (pers. comm. 2015) commented that 30 years ago St-Aubin would
seldom appear on a wine label, with the majority of fruit being purchased by negociants,
and often bottled as a Puligny or Chassagne appellation. Lamy had anecdotal evidence of
St-Aubin En Remilly being bottled as Le Montrachet. The suggestion is that tighter controls
have also contributed to the (re)emergence of the St-Aubin appellation.

There was consensus that the reputation of St-Aubin amongst consumers and
professionals had improved significantly over the years, although it would be untrue to say
that the reputation of St-Aubin had always been low. Olivier Lamy (pers. comm. 2015)
described a ledger in the possession of his father Hubert, recording the sale of white
Burgundy to the King of Spain in 1904. St-Aubin Chatenière was sold at a higher price than
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Le Montrachet and Corton-Charlemagne, wines today amongst the most expensive of the
region. Olivier Lamy also submitted a copy of a banquet menu from 1927, shown below.
(St-Aubin) Châtenières receives equal billing to its neighbours Montrachet, ChevalierMontrachet and Bâtard-Montrachet. This is the oldest white wine presented, suggesting a
historical track record of ageing successfully.
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Pricing
Interviewees were asked if they felt the prices of St-Aubin could match those of Chassagne
and Puligny-Montrachet. All noted pricing had increased rapidly over the last 10 years due
to a combination of increased global demand and a series of small vintages.

All felt

demand for wines from all three villages had increased, however the greatest increase in
demand was for St-Aubin.

To put current pricing into context, at Olivier Leflaive cellar door retail pricing per bottle is as
follows:
St-Aubin

22 €

St-Aubin 1er Cru

30 €

Chassagne-Montrachet

37 €

Puligny-Montrachet

39 €

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru

60 €

Similar pricing was displayed at Louis Jadot, where Large (pers. comm. 2015) felt prices
were rising at the same rate across the categories, thus St-Aubin was unlikely to catch up.
However it is worth noting that, as a negociant, Jadot are wedded to the bulk price, unlike a
grower with greater flexibility to adjust pricing to match demand or quality. Martin and
Bonichon (pers. comm. 2016) both felt prices for the top St-Aubin 1er Crus were already
close to those of village level Puligny and Chassagne, and with the growing recognition of
the AOC there was potential for them to achieve similar levels. Chavy (pers. comm. 2016)
felt the top wines could reap the financial benefit of 1er Cru appearing on the label, allowing
them to be sold for the same as village Puligny and Chassagne.
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By contrast Bonichet, Leflaive and Caillet (pers. comm. 2015/16) felt the main commercial
difference was that ‘Montrachet’ was an established brand for which consumers would
always be happy to pay extra.

Martin and Bonichon (pers. comm. 2016) thought prices of Puligny and Chassagne had
reached a ceiling, however St-Aubin was ‘great value’, with scope for upward growth. Marc
Colin stated “today St-Aubin offers a better price-quality-ratio” (L’Express.fr, 2015). L Pillot
(pers. comm. 2016) felt prices of all would continue to increase until the next financial crisis,
however St-Aubin would always be priced lower.

Barriers to Success
Producers were asked what disadvantages St-Aubin possessed in comparison to Puligny
and Chassagne-Montrachet.

Martin (pers. comm. 2016) felt it was still a relatively obscure appellation that continued to
suffer from lack of recognition, and also thought the small surface area for high quality
production would always affect availability and hold the AOC back. This was supported by
Clair, Prudhon, Brault and Leflaive (pers. comm. 2015/16). L Pillot (pers. comm. 2016) felt
the location of St-Aubin behind the main stretch of the Côte de Beaune hid the appellation
from tourists and visitors, which would always be a disadvantage.

Another factor raised by many was the lack of a “Rousseau, Gouges or Lafon” (Lamy
pers.comm.2016) to raise the profile of the AOC, while the lack of Grand Cru was also cited
as a disadvantage. While this may be the case, it should be noted that nearby Meursault
also lacks a Grand Cru, does not suffer in terms of pricing or reputation as a result.
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Leflaive (pers. comm. 2015) suggested the majority of producers making high quality wine
from St-Aubin were actually based outside the village itself, diluting the focus on the village
as a high-quality destination in its own right.

What Would You Buy?
Finally, producers were asked which of the three communes would they like to purchase
vineyards in, given the opportunity.

The majority selected St-Aubin due to the quality-price ratio, although Bonichon and Clair
(pers. comm. 2015/16) suggested if price was no object they would purchase in Puligny,
purely down to quality, however realistically it would take too long to realise a profit at the
current price of vineyards for this to be practical. Carillon (pers. comm. 2016) said that
although he would prefer to buy in Puligny, it was too challenging to purchase vineyards
here, regardless of price, making St-Aubin a much more realistic option.
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London Independent Wine Retailer Interviews and Analysis
Range analysis of 33 independent retailers produced the following results:
Average number of white Burgundies per store: 38
St-Aubin

PulignyMontrachet AOC

ChassagneMontrachet AOC

Average number of
lines

1.8

2.5

1.6

Price range

£19 - £45

£29 -£90

£30-£65

Average price per bt

£29.40

£46

£37

It can be seen that Puligny-Montrachet forms the most expensive category, followed by
Chassagne-Montrachet then St-Aubin

20 retailers were asked: how has the pricing by appellation of these wines changed since
2010?

0

1

2

Responses
3
4

5

6

Over 75%
50% - 75%

Increase
in price

30% - 50%
20% - 30%
10% - 20%
5% - 10%

Less than 5% change in price

Decrease
in price

Up to 10%
10% - 20%
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For the majority of retailers the pricing of all three areas under consideration has increased,
with the highest percentage increases in Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. The most
popular reason given for increases was rising cost prices from increased global demand
coupled with reduced supply due to recent weather conditions (Viner, Herring, Prescott,
pers. comm. 2016). The increasing desirability of Puligny-Montrachet as an international
luxury brand was mentioned (Wotzke, pers. comm. 2016), while other retailers have simply
increased their margins (Laan, pers. comm. 2016). A single retailer noted price decreases,
due to direct sourcing on their part (Buckley, pers. comm. 2016).

Retailers were asked whether they felt that prices would change further over the next 3
years.

Predicted price changes over next 3 years
25
20
Decrease by more than 5%
Movement of less than 5%
Increase by more than 5%

15
10
5
0
White St-Aubin,
including 1er Cru

PulignyMontrachet
Villages

White ChassagneMontrachet
Villages

The general consensus was that the future would see further price rises across the 3
communes, with the largest increases in Puligny followed by Chassagne then St-Aubin.
Some retailers felt St-Aubin had more upward growth potential than the other two AOCs, as
it starts from a lower base (Herring, pers. comm. 2016). One comment suggested less
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vintage variation was likely in the future and would lead to a stabilisation in prices, however,
given news of the 2016 frosts from Burgundy and looking at the regions’ recent history of
unstable weather, the reverse is more likely to be the case, a view supported by most
retailers interviewed including Holzer and Sherwood, (pers. comm. 2016) who both feel
demand will continue to drive prices up, as will inconsistent supply due to unstable weather.
Potentially adverse exchange rates were also considered a factor in the future (Harris, pers.
comm. 2016).

Retailers were asked for a maximum achievable price for each of the featured categories in
their stores, and an average was taken across the responses:



St-Aubin: £36.85 (increase of 25% on the current average)



Puligny-Montrachet: £56.90 (increase of 24%)



Chassagne-Montrachet: £48.50 (increase of 31%)

This would suggest retailers were, if not entirely comfortable with prices growing, certainly
resigned to the fact that they will, and they feel there remains sufficient demand for these
wines to continue selling at higher prices.
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How many bottles of each of these wines have you sold
in the last year?
200.00
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160.00
140.00
120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
.00
White St-Aubin, including
1er Cru

Puligny-Montrachet Villages

White ChassagneMontrachet Villages

The graph above shows the average number of bottles sold by each retailer in the last 12
months. In each category volumes varied considerably, from 0 to 1000 bottles, depending
on the specific nature of the business. Retailers in the department store category, such as
Harrods and Selfridges, along with luxury wine retailers such as Hedonism sold a
significantly higher proportion of Puligny-Montrachet than the other wines. Wotzke (pers.
comm. 2016) made the point several times that Puligny-Montrachet was a recognisable
brand that represented quality and was thus an easy sell in this environment. Other retailers
such as The Sampler and Handford Wines sold higher volumes of St-Aubin than the other
categories. Handford (pers. comm. 2016) commented that if a wine was well liked by the
sales team and relatively affordable, it could become an easy add-on sale to larger orders
and many of his St-Aubin sales came this way.

Chassagne-Montrachet lies in a distant third place. C Sherwood (pers. comm. 2016) made
the point that it had neither the label advantage of Puligny nor the price advantage of StAubin and therefore was not an essential listing for him.
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Sales variation since 2010
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Retailers were asked to place the sales performance of each of the featured categories
since 2010 into a band, the results are displayed in the graph above. All three categories
enjoyed sales growth in the majority of retailers, the most significant being St-Aubin and
Puligny-Montrachet. Harris (pers. comm. 2016) felt high quality vintages such as 2009,
2010, 2012 and 2014 had helped to drive sales across the board. Prescott and C Sherwood
(pers. comm. 2016) felt increased consumer awareness and keen pricing of St-Aubin made
this the most dynamic category for him. Several interviewees such as Bush (pers. comm.
2016) simply felt as their overall business had increased, so has their sales of these wines.

There were some decreases; Herring (pers. comm. 2016) saw a reduction in sales for
Puligny, and felt this was due to excessive pricing, echoed by Laan (pers. comm. 2016)
who had seen consumers move away from White Burgundy to New World options due to
the upward shift in prices during this period.
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Retailers were asked to predict future sales:
How will sales of these wines in your business
change over the next 5 years?
25
20

Decrease

15
Minimal Change (less than 5%)

10
Increase

5
0
White St-Aubin,
including 1er Cru

Puligny-Montrachet White ChassagneVillages
Montrachet Villages

Most expected St-Aubin to grow as a category within their business, while ChassagneMontrachet is the area seen at greatest risk of a slowdown or reduction in sales, and
Puligny may see moderate growth but is expected by several interviewees to remain static.

Bush and Benat (pers. comm. 2016) felt the increasing premiumisation of their businesses
would see continued growth, while Holzer and Harris (pers. comm. 2016) were bullish about
the category in general, feeling it was continuing to attract consumers looking for premium
white as quality continued to increase. Ristanovic, Laan (pers. comm. 2016) and others felt
consumers would start to move away from expensive “name” Burgundies to Chardonnays
from the New World, however St-Aubin was still fairly priced so could expect growth. Even
at the luxury end of the market, Wotzke and Davis (pers. comm. 2016) felt there could be a
slowdown at Puligny and Chassagne village level due to increasing prices, which could
create opportunities for St-Aubin.
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The retailers were asked about consumer awareness:

How often do your customers display an awareness
of or request these wines?
25
20
Never
Occasionally
Often

15
10
5
0
White St-Aubin,
including 1er Cru

Puligny-Montrachet
Villages

White ChassagneMontrachet Villages

Puligny-Montrachet is the most recognisable appellation, with most consumers displaying
awareness of the AOC. There is work to be done in terms of educating the consumer
around St-Aubin, perhaps one reason that prices remain relatively reasonable. Thorne
(pers. comm. 2016) comments often the consumer asks for “Montrachet”, failing to
distinguish between Puligny, Chassagne and their Grands Crus. Viner (pers. comm. 2016)
speculates lack of awareness is because St-Aubin is hidden up a valley and “off the map”
for visitors to Burgundy travelling along the Route de Grands Crus. All interviewees agree
that Puligny has the strongest brand or reputation.
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Interviewees were asked about the direction quality is taking:
What do you feel is the quality trend for each of these
appellations ?
25
20
Quality decreasing

15

Quality remaining the same

10

Quality increasing

5
0
White St-Aubin,
including 1er Cru

PulignyMontrachet
Villages

White ChassagneMontrachet
Villages

There was agreement that quality was as good as it had ever been due to improved
winemaking and viticulture (Harris, Handford, Holzer, pers. comm. 2016) however in the
case of Puligny and Chassagne, the consistency or uplift in quality did not necessarily
warrant the recent rise in prices. C. Sherwood (pers. comm. 2016) felt increased pricing
and sales allowed for greater investments in winemaking and viticulture, leading to
improvements in quality, while Bush (pers. comm. 2016) thought this was particularly
pertinent in St-Aubin where established producers in other areas were looking to invest.

Laan (pers. comm. 2016) felt quality was starting from a low base in St-Aubin, so still had
potential for further improvement. Van der Straeten (pers. comm. 2016) agreed, yet
surmised that some producers in Puligny and Chassagne were “resting on their laurels” and
not sufficiently incentivised to continue pushing quality.
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The interviewees were asked to rate the quality of the 3 categories on a 5-point scale, from
1 as poor through to 5 as outstanding. Overall the three categories received very similar
average scores:
St-Aubin

7.4

Puligny-Montrachet

7.5

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.5

Interviewees were asked to assess the value for money offered by each of the 3 categories,
from 1: poor value for money, to 5, excellent value, with 3 being acceptable value for
money.

Value for money offered
by each category
12
10
8
Responses 6
4
2
0
1

1.5

2

2.5

Poor Value
White St Aubin, including 1er Cru

3

3.5

Average Value

4

4.5

5

Excellent value

Puligny-Montrachet Villages

White Chassagne-Montrachet Villages

St-Aubin is perceived as offering the best value, rated by all participants as offering at very
least sound value for money, and according to 4 out of the 20 interviewees, excellent value.
By contrast, Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet only received 1 and 2 ratings respectively
as good value, with a significant proportion rating these wines as average or poor value for
money.
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Potential future changes to the number of wines stocked
by category
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Retailers were asked about future listings. Viner (pers. comm. 2016) felt that quality of StAubin is generally high, so will look to increase his range, as does Van de Straeten (pers.
comm. 2016), feeling that this presents a value opportunity. Herring, Blomfield, Eadon
(pers. comm. 2016) are satisfied with their ranges currently, but several retailers feel their
range will naturally expand as pre-ordered allocations arrive. Bush (pers. comm. 2016) will
look to expand Burgundy generally as a category as he premiumises his range

Several, including C Sherwood and Lea (pers. comm. 2016) stated they searched for wines
that represented value within Burgundy at the required price points, rather than looking for
specific appellations.
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Closing Comments
The interviewees were asked what they thought was the potential of St-Aubin as an
alternative to the village wines of Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet, and any barriers that
might stand in the way of achieving this. The majority of retailers interviewed felt the region
had good-to-high potential to achieve this, however there were caveats, as outlined below.

Some key themes emerged; one was the strength of “Montrachet” as a brand: Handford,
Laan and Lea (pers. comm. 2016) agreed that “some people just want a Montrachet”. This
was echoed by Wotzke and Van der Straeten (pers. comm. 2016) who felt consumer brand
loyalty was often slow to change.

Herring, Holzer and C Sherwood (pers. comm. 2016) felt sufficient quality was present in
St-Aubin, and it was ideally positioned to take advantage of the escalating prices of Puligny
and Chassagne but cautioned that producers might be tempted to push prices too high too
soon.

Eadon, Harris, Buckley and Laan (pers. comm. 2016) all felt the wines displayed the
requisite quality; “some very good producers making wines from great 1er Cru vineyards in
superb locations” (Harris pers. comm. 2016), however there was a lack of awareness of the
appellation. Despite this, they felt the wines had good commercial potential. Bush and Viner
(pers. comm. 2016) felt that more staff and consumer education would be necessary to
establish a reputation as a region. Prescott (pers. comm. 2016) felt that lack of supply might
be an issue, while Blomfield (pers. comm. 2016) also suggested this appellation was
seldom offered to him by importers, a sentiment echoed by C Sherwood.
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Importer Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 6 UK Burgundy distributors, focusing on
the topics of sales, pricing, quality, strengths and weaknesses of St-Aubin vs Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet.

Sales
Daniel Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) has seen an increase of 45% in sales of St-Aubin in the
last 5 years. He attributes this to an increase in demand due to the value offered by the
appellation. By contrast, for him sales of Puligny-Montrachet have fallen by 70% in the last
5 years. Currently his sales of St-Aubin are 4000 bts a year, versus Puligny at 1200 bts per
year. Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) has sold 3000 bottles of Chassagne-Montrachet in the
last year with a sales increase of 20% in last 5 years.

Jessica Hutchinson of Vindependents (pers. comm. 2016) also sells significantly more StAubin 1er Cru than village Puligny or Chassagne. She stated that sales of St. Aubin 1er Cru
are increasing as the price of Puligny and Chassagne escalates.

Charles Taylor (pers. comm. 2016) again sells more St-Aubin today than the other
categories and is looking for other producers to satisfy demand. He attributed this to price;
St-Aubin villages can be sold retail for around or under the £20 mark, and 1er Cru
comfortably under £30, whereas Puligny and Chassagne both sit in the high £30s as an
entry point.
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Foyster (pers. comm. 2016) felt that 20 years ago St-Aubin and St-Romain were bracketed
together, however more recently St-Aubin has accelerated in terms of price, sales and
recognition, while St-Romain has lagged behind.

Hunt (pers. comm. 2016) is seeing strong, steady sales across the whole of the white
Burgundy category, and is suffering from lack of availability in Puligny. He felt that St-Aubin
will fill the gap to a degree, but there are clients who simply demand Puligny or ChassagneMontrachet. Corben-Clarke (pers. comm. 2016) is seeing a slowdown in Puligny sales
however Chassagne remains stable, while St-Aubin grows.

Price
All interviewees acknowledged significant rises to their cost prices across the white
Burgundy category. Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) stated that St-Aubin pricing in his portfolio
has risen by circa 25% over the last 5 years, Puligny prices by 45% and Chassagne by
25%. He attributed these increases to small vintages, high demand from non-traditional
markets (especially China) and producers capitalising on their reputation.

Cost prices to Charles Taylor Wines (pers. comm. 2016) have risen by 17% for St-Aubin,
28% for both Puligny and Chassagne since the 2009 vintage. Where possible he has tried
to mitigate the price rises by taking advantage of favourable exchange rates, however this
has become more challenging in 2015/16 as sterling has fallen against the euro.

In terms of the future, Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) did not feel that price rises for the
appellation are inevitable, but that this will depend very much on future yields, demand and
the global economy. Corben-Clarke (pers. comm. 2016) felt that St-Aubin pricing has
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reached a ceiling, while there will continue to be a market for Puligny and Chassagne
regardless of price.

Quality
Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) felt Puligny can be high quality although no longer justifies the
price, however currently the brand is strong enough to override this. Foyster (pers. comm.
2016) felt that St-Aubin is capable of “great stuff” with significant improvements in quality
over the last 20 years. Hutchinson (pers. comm. 2016) said the style of wines from good
producers can be similar to Puligny and Chassagne. Hunt and Taylor both felt St-Aubin had
the potential to produce wine that is equivalent to village Puligny and Chassagne in terms of
quality. Taylor noted that this applied to the 1er Cru vineyards; the village wines generally
falling some way behind in quality. Taylor however felt that St-Aubin only had a small
number of high-quality specialist growers compared to Puligny or Chassagne, finding the
quality most consistent in Chassagne while Puligny was capable of peaks and troughs.
Corben-Clarke (pers. comm. 2016) said the quality of St-Aubin was sound, but possibly too
delicate to provide a like for like alternative to Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet.

Advantages and Disadvantages
Hutchinson (pers. comm. 2016) said St-Aubin’s growing reputation as a “baby version of
Puligny or Chassagne” with geographical proximity and similar terroir helped sell the wines,
especially when the lower prices are brought into the equation, in addition she pointed out
the consumer can purchase a 1er Cru St-Aubin for the price of a village wine from Puligny
and Chassagne; possibly giving a perception of higher quality. This however relied on this
message being communicated to the purchaser, which is achievable on the level of a
distributor, but more challenging in a retail environment. The Burgundy region seems aware
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of the need to promote the “satellite appellations”, demonstrated by the “Bourgogne on
Tour” education programme organised by the BIVB in the UK during 2016 (Cherrutti-Kowal,
pers. comm. 2016).

Hutchinson (pers. comm. 2016) also suggested the wines of St-Aubin were less tightly
allocated, so supply was less of an issue. Current sales trends from independent retailers
and distributors indicate this pattern could reverse in the near future. While the top 1er Cru
Pulignys from leading producers such as Carillon, Leflaive and Sauzet sell out on release,
there is good current availability of these producers’ wines at village level from UK
distributors. Corben-Clarke (pers. comm. 2016) points out that Puligny and Chassagne sell
well at under £215 a case in bond, (allowing them to be retailed under at £40 a bottle)
however above this level he has seen a slowdown in sales as consumers look for
alternatives. He also highlights the lack of visitor attractions (restaurants, shops, etc.) in the
village Saint-Aubin, which reduces the visibility of the appellation as a whole. In Foyster’s
(pers. comm. 2016) opinion, St-Aubin contains a small number of “locomotive producers”
such as Hubert Lamy who can inspire other producers to push quality in the search for
higher prices and recognition. Hutchinson (pers. comm. 2016) disagreed, saying that there
are no top-class growers of global renown specialising in St-Aubin and no single iconic
wines or vineyards like Montrachet that can help promote the appellation.

Future Predictions
Lambert (pers. comm. 2016) felt the white Burgundy market would continue to grow, both
domestically and particularly internationally. He felt the growth would move away from the
‘classic’ villages, to satellite appellations such as St-Aubin, Pernand-Vergelesses, the Côtes
Chalonnaise and quality-focused producers in the Macon, alongside a reawakening of
interest in New World Chardonnay for consumers looking to buy in the sub-£35 price point.
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He expects continued price rises due to global demand, although he felt prices are too high
already, and St-Aubin pricing will need to remain static to maintain and grow sales. CorbenClarke (pers. comm. 2016) felt much of the value lies in the “Bourgogne” level wines from
high-quality producers, predicting increasing interest in these.

Taylor (pers. comm. 2016) expressed concern in the prices the negociants are willing to
pay for in order to corner the market, continuing to push prices up to unrealistic levels. This
is driven by both small vintages restricting availability and a rise in the number of producers
making their own wines rather than choosing to sell their fruit/wine/must. He felt prices of
white Burgundy ex-cellar generally will continue to rise, as availability has been further
restricted by severe frosts in April 2016. However, he questions whether the UK market will
continue to accept price rises and, like Lambert, suggests there is a risk the consumer will
turn towards other regions and countries for wines of similar style.

All felt that the current run of small vintages, further exacerbated by the recent frosts will
lead to further pressure on supply and therefore prices. As St-Aubin has also been severely
hit by the April 2016 frosts (Girard, pers. comm.2016), it may miss an opportunity to further
grow its market share, especially as Puligny has been relatively unscathed.
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Analysis of Wine Reviews
Analysis was carried out of review scores given to the three areas of study from vintages
2004-2013 to establish several key points:

-

What is the difference in quality between the areas of study?

-

Has there been any change in quality during this period?

-

Which of the areas shows greatest consistency?

While wine reviews and scores have some limitations in accurately grading quality of a
wine, they are a widely used point of reference for importers, retailers and consumers alike,
thus possess merit.

They can provide an unbiased tool for tracking quality over an

extended period of time, provided the context, experience and limitations of the source are
taken into consideration.

It was challenging to find reviewers that consistently provided coverage of the areas of
study for this period. A number were considered. In most cases either vintages were
excluded, there were insufficient reviews for worthwhile analysis, or the reviewers changed
during the period, creating a risk of inconsistency.

Sources were selected who review White Burgundy on an objective scale; ie. the wines of
these appellations are being marked within the context of the White Burgundy category as a
whole, rather than solely within that of their own communes. Two sources were identified as
possessing the necessary scope and reliability.
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1. Burghound,com. aka Allen Meadows: specialises in reviewing the wines of
Burgundy, tasting widely every year, covering each appellation in depth. As the sole
taster and contributor, the notes and scores can be regarded as consistent. All
Burgundy winemakers asked consistently stated they regarded Burghound as the
most reliable reviewer covering the region (pers. comm. 2015/16).

2. JancisRobinson.com. Jancis Robinson MW and her team taste Burgundy extensively
every year. Jancis and Julia Harding MW contribute the bulk of the tasting notes and
scores, while other contributors are vetted for consistency. Where more than one
score was published for a single wine, an average of the scores was taken.

An average was taken of the scores. They have been displayed separately as they are
compiled on different scales. Burghound.com rates on a 100 point scale, while Jancis
Robinson.com uses a 20 point scale.

Burghound Scores 2004-2013
90
89.5
89
Average
Score

88.5
St-Aubin

88

Puligny-Montrachet
87.5

Chassagne-Montrachet

87
86.5
Vintage
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Between 36 and 80 wines were reviewed per appellation in each vintage. 1479 scores were
analysed in total. The number of available reviews increased over time, possibly due to an
growing readership allowing for higher levels of dedication and winery access on the part of
Meadows.

Average scores for the three areas of study for the vintages 2004-2013 are displayed. StAubin includes combined scores for both village and 1er Cru level, while only village-level
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet are taken into consideration.
The scores occur within a tight band of 87.6 / 100 to 89.5 / 100. According to Burghound’s
rating system, this rating is: “good to high quality”. Thus, a consistently high, if not
exceptional, level of quality across the appellations.

The best performing category was St-Aubin, followed by Puligny-Montrachet and in third
place Chassagne, shown by the average scores across vintages 2004-2013:

St-Aubin:

89.03

Puligny-Montrachet:

88.79

Chassagne-Montrachet:

88.34

An overall increase in quality is evident across all 3 areas during the decade, although
vintage variation accounts for peaks and troughs. Chavy (pers. comm. 2016) suggests that
this could be attributed to a rise in average annual temperature alongside improved
viticulture and winemaking processes.
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These ratings suggest St-Aubin is already consistently performing at a similar level to AOC
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet, and also has the capacity to outperform these wines
on a regular basis.

JancisRobinson.com scores 2004-2013
16.8
16.6
16.4
16.2
Average Score

St-Aubin

16

Puligny-Montrachet

15.8

Chassagne-Montrachet

15.6
2013
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2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

15.4

Vintage

JancisRobinson.com provides fewer ratings than Burghound, with 779 scores in total,
ranging from 13 to 40 ratings per appellation, per vintage. The smaller number of reviews is
a consequence of JancisRobinson.com being a site covering the world of wine, whereas
Burghound focuses almost exclusively on Burgundy.

This graph tells a slightly different story, with St-Aubin consistently performing beneath its
neighbours, the overall shape of the graph reasonably consistent across the three AOCs,
but different from the shape of the Burghound graph.

Again the range of average scores is tight, ranging from a low of 15.95 to a high of 16.66,
so all three areas are perceived as performing at a level of quality rated as: “Distinguished”
(JancisRobinson.com).This re-enforces the evidence that St-Aubin is performing at a similar
level to Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet, shown by the average scores below:
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St-Aubin:

16.30

Puligny-Montrachet:

16.35

Chassagne-Montrachet:

16.33

These graphs display the variation between the highest and lowest scores in appellation by
vintage.
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The largest variation in scores in most cases is found in St-Aubin. This is maybe
unsurprising, as both village and 1er Cru classifications are represented from this
commune. It can also be attributed to the more varied terroir of the St-Aubin as described in
‘Geography and Vineyards’, also a possible variation in producer quality. This would
suggest that that St-Aubin is less consistent overall than village Puligny and ChassagneMontrachet.

Tasting
Format
30 wines were tasted. These included a diverse range of St-Aubin 1ers Crus from several
sectors of the commune to capture the diversity of the appellation. A range of village level
St-Aubins were also presented. The village wines from Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet
were again selected with a diversity of price points and reputations in mind, again to try and
reflect the range of quality levels and styles available from these communes. A range of
wineries were represented, from more highly regarded (and expensive) producers, to those
with little reputation. In 3 instances wines from single producers covering a range of
appellations were included to reduce the influence of variations in winemaking. Where
possible the wines were from the 2013 vintage, with neighbouring vintages 2012 and 2013
used where 2013 was not available for the required wine.

Each wine from St-Aubin was either preceded or followed by a wine from Puligny or
Chassagne, allowing for a direct comparison. Wines from 2014 vintage were presented in a
single block, with a view to reducing potential issues from vintage variation. There was 1
wine from 2012, which was placed amongst the 2013s. The tasting took place over the
course of 6 hours and a single bottle of each wine was used. No faults were identified
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The tasting was accompanied by a multiple-choice questionnaire, the aim being for the
participants to objectively assess the quality of each wine. Provision was also made for
more detailed comments. Participants were informed that the wines were from AOC StAubin, St-Aubin 1er Cru, AOC Puligny-Montrachet and AOC Chassagne-Montrachet, and
from recent, commercially available vintages.

They were asked to respond to 4 criteria for each wine:

1. Rate the quality of the wine within the context of the regions represented, taking into
account factors such as intensity, complexity, length and balance, on a scale of 1-10
with 1 being unacceptable/very poor quality, 5 sound yet unexciting and 10 being
outstanding.

2. Place the wine into one of the following retail price brackets based on London
independent retail margins (circa 40% gross profit):

1
Below £20

2
£20-£24.99

3
£25-£29.99

4
£30-£39.99

5
£40-£49.99

6
£50-£59.99

7
£60 and above

3. Estimate the ideal drinking window of the wine based on the following options:
1
2016-2017

2
2016 – 2018

3
2016 – 2019

4
2017 – 2020

5
2018 – 2021

6
2020 onwards..

4. Please place the wine into one of the following appellations:
1
St-Aubin AOC

2
St-Aubin 1er
Cru

3
Puligny-Montrachet
AOC

4
Chassagne-Montrachet
AOC

For questions 2-4, each selection was assigned the numeric reference displayed to allow
the data to be compiled, analysed and presented
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Results
Below is the outcome of the tasting with the wines listed in descending order of merit
according to the average quality rating awarded to each bottle. The Price and Drinking
Window categories have been represented as an average of their numeric references as
described above.

Tasting Table 1: Results

Vintage
2013

Wine
St-Aubin 1er Cru

Score
7.87

Actual
Price
category
4

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

7.87

6

2012

St-Aubin 1er Cru

7.71

5

2014

Puligny-Montrachet

7.55

4

2014

Puligny-Montrachet

7.39

4

2014

St-Aubin 1er Cru

7.37

3

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

7.37

5

2013

St-Aubin 1er Cru

7.37

4

2014

St-Aubin 1er Cru

7.32

3

2013

St-Aubin 1er Cru

7.32

4

2014

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.21

4

2014

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.18

5

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

7.16

6

2013

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.11

4

2013

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.05

4

2013

St-Aubin

7.03

2

2013

Chassagne-Montrachet

7.00

4

2013

St-Aubin

6.92

2

2013

Chassagne-Montrachet

6.87

5

2013

St-Aubin 1er Cru

6.87

3

2013

St-Aubin 1er Cru

6.79

5

2013

St-Aubin

6.66

3

2013

Chassagne-Montrachet

6.58

5

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

6.58

4

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

6.45

5

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

6.45

4

2013

Puligny-Montrachet

6.45

5

2013

St-Aubin

6.05

1

2014

St-Aubin

5.71

4

2013

St-Aubin

5.08

2
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Perceived
price
category

Perceived
drinking
window

4.63
4.37
4.26
4.32
4.05
4.16
3.79
3.95
4.16
4.00
4.11
3.84
4.16
3.63
3.53
4.05
3.74
3.26
3.74
3.32
3.84
3.32
3.26
3.37
3.42
3.00
3.26
2.47
3.05
2.58

3.84
4.05
3.74
3.68
3.47
3.58
3.53
3.37
3.58
3.42
3.37
3.16
3.47
3.16
3.42
3.58
3.21
3.21
2.89
3.16
3.26
3.11
2.63
2.58
2.89
2.89
2.79
2.42
2.47
2.21
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Question 1: Quality
St-Aubin 1er Cru performed strongly, tying for 1st place with the most expensive wine of the
tasting. 6 out of the top 10 wines were St-Aubin 1er Cru, the rest Puligny-Montrachet.
Chassagne-Montrachet fared less well, occupying the middle ground, while the bottom third
consisted of St-Aubin village level and Puligny-Montrachet.
This would suggest that there is a significant disparity between the average quality of
village-level St-Aubin and St-Aubin 1er Cru. It would also suggest that significant swings in
quality occur in Puligny, while Chassagne treads a more consistent, yet less exciting path.
Average scores out of 10 by appellation
Saint-Aubin:

6.23

Saint-Aubin 1er Cru:

7.32

Puligny-Montrachet:

7.03

Chassagne-Montrachet:

7.00

The suggestion is again that St-Aubin 1er Cru displays at least equivalent, and in this case
superior, quality to village-level Chassagne and Puligny-Montrachet. Village-level St-Aubin
lags behind in quality, performing significantly worse than the other three categories, while
Puligny performs marginally better than Chassagne. This echoes the findings from the
analysis of Burghound scores presented earlier. The disparity between St-Aubin villages
and St-Aubin 1er Cru could be attributed to the significant variation in terroir between the
two.

Question 2: Value
Tasting Table 1 demonstrates that, while one of the 2 most expensive wines (category 6,
£50-£59.99) was rated joint 1st in quality, the other fell in 13th place, and there were only 2
out of a possible 8 category 5 (£40-£49.99) wines in the top 10. Indeed, 4 x category 5
wines appeared in the bottom 10. By contrast, 2 x category 3 (£25-£29.99) and 4 x category
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4 (£30-£39.99) wines appear in the top 10. This suggests price is not a definite indicator of
quality.

Although the top 10 highest-scoring wines have a higher perceived average price score
(4.17) than the middle scoring sector (3.74) which itself out-prices the bottom third of the
table (3.17), there is not a direct correlation between assessed quality and perceptions of
price on a wine-to-wine basis. This might be partly explained by C Sherwood’s (pers.
comm. 2016) comment that “If I perceive a wine as being a Puligny-Montrachet I’m likely to
place the wine in a higher price bracket even if I do not think it is necessarily high quality”.

Tasting Graphic 2 below shows the difference between the actual price of the wines by
category and the perceived price.

Tasting Graphic 2: Price Perception vs Actual Price
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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These results suggest that St-Aubin and St-Aubin 1er Cru over-deliver on quality relative to
price, while Puligny and Chassagne both under-deliver. As the prices rise, so the qualityvalue ratio shifts. St-Aubin 1er Cru is seen as representing fair value for money, perceived
as 4% more expensive than the actual price. Chassagne-Montrachet is viewed as
overpriced by 20%, while Puligny-Montrachet is viewed as overpriced by 27.8%; a
significant disparity and one that adds weight to the suggestion made by Van der Straeten
(pers. comm. 2016), that Puligny has the luxury of often being able to trade on name rather
than quality.

Village-level St-Aubin is seen as best value; 25% cheaper on average than the perceived
price. On initial viewing this is surprising, as this was the worst-performing on a purely
qualitative basis. However, during the tasting several participants (including G. Sherwood
and Davis) commented that, knowing the scope of the tasting and the nature of White
Burgundy pricing in general, they were inclined to award higher prices to wines than had
the tasting been completely blind. This could be perceived as a weakness of the format,
however another element of analysis would have been lost. This comment again raises a
point around White Burgundy pricing in general: there is an acceptance that a lower level of
quality is not consistently reflected by a lower price, further substantiated by comments
made in the retailer interviews. It is also in human nature to not give scores at the extremes
of the scale (Sutherland 1992) a possible reason both why St-Aubin rated so highly for
value and Puligny so low.

Longevity
Tasters put the wines into one of 6 drinking windows, again each window was assigned a
numeric reference. This category was included as common perception is that the wines of
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St-Aubin are often regarded as earlier-drinking than their more illustrious neighbours
(Taylor & Norman 2010), with longevity often seen as an indicator of quality.

As demonstrated by Table 1, the tendency was to award the wines perceived as higher
quality with a later drinking window. However longevity did not track the quality rating of
wines precisely, which could be for two reasons a) potential longevity is not an absolute
indicator of quality, or b) the wines were from 3 different vintages, so both at different
stages on their evolutionary path and products of the varying nature of the vintage. The
disparate longevity rankings of the 2014s would suggest that b) was not a major factor. The
wine with the greatest proven reputation for longevity (vertical tastings 2012 & 2016) did
prove to be the only wine to receive an average Category 4 (2017-2020) rating, suggesting
that tasters were able to correctly identify ageing potential.

Tasting Graphic 3:
Drinking Window / Potential Longevity
Chassagne-Montrachet

Puligny-Montrachet

St-Aubin 1er Cru

St-Aubin
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

This supports the perception that St-Aubin Villages creates wines for earlier drinking,
however does suggest that St-Aubin from highly rated 1er Cru vineyards has the potential
to age for at least as long as village-level Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet.
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Regional Identification
Accurate identification of the appellations through taste was relatively poor. The feeling
from several tasters, including Bove and Krebiehl (pers. comm. 2016), was that increasingly
in Burgundy subtle regional differences are secondary to the influence of the winemaker.
The average number of correct identifications per taster was 7.63, so a rate of 24.6%, with
a peak of 13/30 and a low of 3/30. The average number of correct identifications per
category was 4.83, confirming the rate of 24.6%. Per wine there was a high of 14 and a low
of 1 correct origin identifications.

St-Aubin & StAubin
1er Cru, 2

Identification of Origin
St-Aubin & St-Aubin 1er Cru
Chassagne , 1 & Chassagne, 2

St-Aubin &
Puligny, 3

St-Aubin 1er
Cru & Puligny,
8

Most common
misidentification

Correctly
identified, 11

Chassagne &
Puligny , 3

Correct ID
St-Aubin, 5

Correct ID
PulignyMontrachet, 1

Correct ID
ChassagneMontrachet, 3

Correct ID StAubin 1er Cru, 2

The chart above displays the appellation most frequently identified for each wine. For only
11 wines did the larger number of tasters correctly identify the appellation, shown in the
right-hand ‘pie of pie’ extract. St-Aubin was the most correctly identified AOC. This can be
related to the perception of quality; the 3 lowest scoring wines (all AOC St-Aubin) received
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the highest number of correct identifications, supporting the notion that village-level StAubin is associated with lower quality wines.

The left hand chart also shows the most common misidentification. In 8 instances the larger
number of tasters misidentified Puligny as St-Aubin 1er Cru or vice-versa, suggesting
stylistic similarities between the two appellations.
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Conclusion
Price
Prices have risen significantly for all three areas of study, driven by a series of challenging
vintages restricting production while global demand has also increased. Puligny-Montrachet
is the most premium AOC, closely followed by Chassagne-Montrachet then St-Aubin.
However the majority of interviewees in each category feel that St-Aubin offers the best
value of the three, supported by the tasting results. Thus the majority of producers
interviewed would buy land in this AOC over the others due for reasons of value, and many
Pinot Noir vineyards have been replanted with Chardonnay to meet this growing demand.
There is an acceptance that white Burgundy prices will continue to rise, the feeling being
that there is an international market for Puligny and Chassagne regardless of price,
however St-Aubin is close to reaching a price ceiling. Many retailers and importers were
starting to see sales of Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet decrease, attributed to
escalating prices. Several had seen a noticeable rise in sales of St-Aubin.

Terroir and Location
The terroir of St-Aubin is shown to be more diverse than Chassagne and PulignyMontrachet in geology, altitude, climate and aspect. This means the available area for highquality wine production is smaller than either of its neighbours, as achieving ripeness can
be challenging. This compromises the potential of St-Aubin to deliver the necessary
volumes at the requisite level of quality to make it a viable like-for-like replacement for
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. The location away from the main strip of the Côte d’Or
was felt to be an advantage in terms of keeping prices low, yet a disadvantage in terms of
consumer exposure and reputation.
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Quality
The quality of St-Aubin 1er Cru was felt by producers, importers, retailers and reviewers to
be at least equivalent to that of village level Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet, supported
by the results of the tasting and the winemaking techniques employed by the producers.
Village-level St-Aubin was shown to lag significantly behind that of these three categories; a
consequence of the varied terroir. Stylistically the 1er Cru wines showed similarities to
those of Puligny-Montrachet, although some interviewees felt that St-Aubin had a style of its
own.

Perception and Marketing
Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet were felt to have a distinct marketing advantage over
St-Aubin, most significantly the reflected glory of the Grand Cru ‘Montrachet’ vineyards.
Some interviewees felt St-Aubin lacked enough truly iconic producers or vineyards to
cement its reputation. Consumer awareness of the wines of St-Aubin is lacking, however for
many the adjacency of St-Aubin to Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet is a marketing tool
in itself, as is the relative value perception. This however is dependent on importers and
retailers telling the story of the wine, and it was acknowledged that this communication is
currently lacking, although steps are being taken to address this.

The Future
Opinion was divided about the future of the three appellations. It was felt that Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet would always have a market amongst premium, fine-wine retailers
regardless of price, so strong is their brand and St-Aubin would have difficulty establishing
a presence in this market. On the other hand less premium retailers felt there was a danger
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Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet would price themselves out of the market, creating an
opportunity for St-Aubin, provided it can maintain its current price and provide volume.
Many felt that there is a significant threat from other quality Chardonnay producing regions,
especially those of the New World.

In summary, the evidence gathered suggests that St-Aubin has the quality and value at 1er
Cru level to provide an alternative to its neighbours. However it faces obstacles in terms of
availability and consumer recognition and, without addressing these points where feasible,
as well as maintaining the current price point, its currently advantageous position is at risk
from other regions both in and outside of Burgundy.
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Appendices
2014-2015 Research Paper Proposal
Date: 05/11/2015
Proposed Title:
To what extent can the white wines of Saint-Aubin compete with the village-level white wines of
Puligny-Montrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet in the London Independent wine retail sector?
Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the research questions you plan
to pursue:
Do the wines of Saint-Aubin have the potential to achieve the same level of retail pricing, sales
volume and recognition that has been achieved by village level Puligny-Montrachet and
Chassagne-Montrachet in the London independent retail sector, based on consideration of
vintages from 2009 to 2014?
-

How and why has the pricing and availability of Saint-Aubin, Puligny-Montrachet and
Chassagne-Montrachet changed since the 2009 vintage?

-

What is the historical context behind the comparative reputation and position of St-Aubin
vs Puligny and Chassagne Montrachet?

-

How does the style and quality of Saint-Aubin compare to that of village level PulignyMontrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet?

-

What are the key factors behind any similarities or differences in style and quality?

-

What perception do London independent retailers have of the wines of Saint-Aubin and
their potential?

Background and Context:
Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why this topic requires/offers
opportunities for further research.
Small vintages coupled with increased demand from global markets have seen the prices of
village-level Puligny-Montrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet, widely regarded as two of the
‘classic’ white wine producing communes of the Côte de Beaune, escalate as availability has
reduced.
The last decade has seen a rise in the prices and recognition of the wines from ‘satellite’
appellations in both the Côte Chalonnaise and Côte de Beaune for reasons that include
improvements in both viticultural practices and vinification. Due to its direct adjacency to Puligny
and Chassagne Montrachet, the commune of Saint-Aubin will be the focus of this research
paper.
The aim is to establish whether these wines can either now or in the future offer a viable
alternative at the price points previously occupied by their more famous neighbours, providing a
similar style of wine that stands up to comparison in a tasting environment? In addition can
these wines achieve the same level of recognition and reputation as these ‘classic’ villages?
With White Burgundy at this level a premium product often requiring a hand sell, London
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independent wine retail has been identified as the key area for analysis.

Sources:
Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other studies,
etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate.
(approximately 100 words)
-

Burgundy related literature from industry experts including Clive Coates, Jasper
Morris, Charles Taylor.
Wine ratings and reviews from sources including Allen Meadows, Steven Tanzer,
Wine Advocate, Jancis Robinson, Bettane & Dessauve, etc
Web based resources such as The Burgundy Report
Other journalism such as World of Fine Wine, Decanter
Historic pricing and sales of wines from London independent wine retailers as well
the producers themselves since 2009
Interviews with retailers, importers and producers
Export figures from producers and regional bodies
Feedback from a blind tasting aimed at members of the London independent wine
retail sector

Research Methodology:
Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or information necessary to answer
the question(s) and discuss what techniques you will use to analyse this information.
Literature review
- Including key Burgundy related literature from industry experts; books, magazines,
internet content
-

This will provide in-depth background knowledge of appellations, vineyard hierarchy
and classification, historical issues surrounding price and availability, differences and
similarities in terroir, production techniques and any viticultural issues that might be
of relevance

-

Analysis of reviews and scores given by relevant reviewers to the categories across
a period of time to help identify historical trends in quality as perceived by these
sources

-

Identification of suitable producers and wines to include in research

Acquisition and analysis of pricing, distribution, volume sales and yields of the relevant
categories since 2009
- Data to be acquired from a range of sources, including, producers, importers, retailers
and regional body
-

Established network of trade connections to be approached for data, alongside sources
selected to provide a representation of sales and pricing through London independent
retail.

-

Quantitive analysis to procure a historical perspective and comparative overview of
pricing trends and availability as well identifying any links that may exist.

Interviews with buyers and salespeople from the London Independent retail sector
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Qualitative research to explore sales, trends and perceptions of the current, past and
future performance of St-Aubin vs Puligny and Chassagne Montrachet in the London
independent retail sector.
-

Semi-structured interviews with buyers and salespeople from across the London
independent retail category

-

Retailers interviewed will regularly carry wines from all three appellations.

Further interviews with members of the UK wine trade
The aim is to provide further qualitative depth through feedback from other members of
the UK wine industry working within the Burgundy category.
-

Semi-structured interviews with a cross section of importers and industry experts
relevant to the category.

Interviews with producers of Saint-Aubin
Qualitative research with the aim of exploring production processes, ambitions and
factors relevant to price, quality and availability as well as how the producers view of the
UK off-trade sector and their efforts to capture market share.
-

This will require one or more field trips, covering a representative cross-section of
producers making wine from St-Aubin

-

Interviewees to include existing contacts, alongside others acquired through peers within
the wine trade, with a view to contacting the key producers based within this commune,
alongside selected producers based in other communes, but making wines from StAubin, with a particular emphasis on those present in the UK market.

A blind tasting of village wines from Puligny-Montrachet and Chassagne-Montrachet
alongside wines from Saint-Aubin.
The purpose of the tasting will be to provide unbiased supporting material identifying
similarities and/or differences in style, quality and value between Saint-Aubin and the
other appellations included in the study.
-

A blind tasting for a selection of London independent retailers. Participants to have
experience of the category and to include sales people and buyers

-

Tasting to include a cross-section of wines from the appellations under consideration.
The wines will be selected to cover a broad range of producers, styles and price points
from each appellation, in order to represent as closely as possible the diversity within the
selected communes.

-

Tasters will be required to rate each wine according to a range of criteria, including price,
style and quality.

Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine:
Explain how this Research Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.
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This research paper will provide a snapshot of the current and recent historical market status of
Saint-Aubin in comparison to Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. It will also provide further
historical context to the wines of St-Aubin. It will go on to provide importers, retailers and
producers with an indication of the further potential of this commune and its acceptance in the
London independent off-trade. This will assist with range planning, purchasing and pricing
strategies for this part of the Burgundy category moving forward. In addition it will provide the
producers within Saint-Aubin with insight as to how their wines are viewed within the London
independent retail sector, while potentially exposing both opportunities and barriers to
premiumisation and sales growth.

Proposed Time Schedule/Programme:
This section should provide a summary of the time schedule for the research, analysis and
write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates with key deliverables.
Already performed: a number of visits to the region, producer and trade interviews (ongoing),
literature review (ongoing), acquisition of a number of tasting samples, some sales and pricing
data.
January 2016 – Further literature review
January 2016 – April 2016 further UK trade interviews
February 2016 – Revisit region, further producer interviews, further sample acquisition
January - March 2016 – Acquisition of sales and pricing data
March-April 2016 – Correlation and analysis of all historic and background data, commence
write up of this section
March 2016 – Design methods for tasting
March 2016 – UK Trade tasting
March – April 2016 – Analysis of data and feedback from tastings and interviews
April- May 2016 - Write up Research Paper
End May 2016 – Submit RP to advisor
End June 2016 – Final Submission

Wines Shown at Tasting, May 9th 2016
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Wine
St-Aubin Le Ban, Domaine Henri Prudhon
Chassagne-Montrachet, Fernand & Laurent Pillot
St-Aubin 1er Cru Sous Roche Dumay, Domaine Bernard Moreau
Puligny-Montrachet Les Rechaux, Domaine Boyer-Martenot
St-Aubin Les Pucelles, Domaine Lamy-Pillot
Chassagne-Montrachet Pot Bois, Domaine Lamy-Pillot
St-Aubin 1er Cru Les Perrieres, Domaine Henri Prudhon
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Alain Chavy
St-Aubin le Princée, Domaine Hubert Lamy
Puligny-Montrachet Les Tremblots, Domaine Hubert Lamy
St-Aubin 1er Cru Clos de la Chatenière, Domaine Hubert Lamy
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Jacques Carillon
St-Aubin 1er Cru Charmois, Domaine Marc Morey
Chassagne-Montrachet, Domaine Philippe Colin
St-Aubin 1er Cru En Remilly, Château de Puligny-Montrachet
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Jean-Marc Boillot
Chassagne-Montrachet, Domaine Fontaine-Gagnard
St-Aubin Champ-Tirant, Domaine Gerard Thomas
Puligny-Montrachet Le Trezin, Domaine Gerard Thomas
St-Aubin Les Argilieres, Maison Thierry Pillot
Chassagne-Montrachet Les Encegnieres, Domaine Etienne Sauzet
St-Aubin 1er Cru Charmois, Domaine Jean-Claude Bachelet
Puligny-Montrachet Noyer Bret, Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot
St-Aubin 1er Cru Les Murgers des Dents de Chien Domaine Gerard
Thomas
Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes, Domaine V&F Jouard
St-Aubin "En L'Ebaupin", Le Grappin
Chassagne-Montrachet, Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Andre Moingeon
St-Aubin 1er Cru Les Frionnes, Domaine André Moingeon
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy

Tasting Attendees:
Davies MW, Dawn – Wine Buyer, Speciality Drinks
Sherwood, Chris - Wine Buyer, Bottle Apostle
Sherwood MW, Greg - Wine Buyer, Handford Wines
Krebiehl MW, Anne - Journalist
Blomfield, Wayne – Owner and Wine Buyer, Park Vintners
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Retail
Vintage Price
2013
£19.50
2013
£37.50
2013
£37.00
2013
£43.00
2013
£24.50
2013
£35.00
2013
£27.00
2013
£39.00
2013
£28.00
2013
£43.00
2012
£43.00
2013
£53.00
2013
£35.00
2013
£42.00
2013
£46.00
2013
£55.00
2013
£37.00
2013
£24.00
2013
£37.00
2013
£25.00
2013
£41.00
2013
£35.00
2013
£45.00
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

£29.00
£40.00
£37.00
£44.00
£37.00
£28.50
£37.50
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Viner, Alistair - Wine Buyer, Hedonism Wines
Howland, Simon – Owner and Wine Buyer, Wine By Simon
Bove, Martin – Wine Buyer, Planet of the Grapes
Van der Straeten, Louise – Owner and Wine Buyer, Prohibition Wines
Hemming MW, Richard – Wine Journalist
Cherrutti-Kowal MW, Michelle – Wine Educator
Taylor MW, Charles - Owner and Wine Buyer, Charles Taylor Wines
Eadon, Tom, - Wine Buyer, Dulwich Vintners
Howard MW, Andrew – Owner, Winetrades
Thorne,Colin - Wine Buyer, Vagabond
Milroy, Simon – UK Off-Trade Sales, Domaine Direct
Merriman-McGee, Amy – UK Sales, Charles Taylor Wines
Sedlakova MW, Lenka – Marketing Manager, Fields, Morris and Verdin
Tupker MW, Anne – Owner and Wine Buyer, Bouquet Wines

Tasting Questions:
These wines are from the following appellations: St-Aubin AOC, St-Aubin 1er Cru, PulignyMontrachet AOC (village level), Chassagne-Montrachet AOC (village level)
Please answer each of the questions for every wine.
Wine 1
A. Please rate the quality of the wine taking into account factors such as intensity,
complexity, length and balance, on a scale of 1-10 with 1 being unacceptable/very
poor quality, 5 solid yet unexciting and 10 being outstanding. Score:………
B. Please place the wine into one of the following retail price brackets:
Below
£20£25£30£40£50£60 and
£20
£24.99
£29.99
£39.99
£49.99
£59.99
above

C. Please estimate the ideal drinking window of the wine:
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2016-2017

2016 –
2018

2016 –
2019

2017 –
2020

2018 –
2021

2020
onwards...

D. Please place the wine into one of the following appellations:
St-Aubin AOC
St-Aubin 1er
Puligny-Montrachet
ChassagneCru
AOC
Montrachet AOC

E. Any further comments (optional)
Retailer Questions:


How many white burgundies in total do you carry?



How many white wines from the following appellations do you carry?

St-Aubin, including 1er Cru
Puligny-Montrachet Villages
Chassagne-Montrachet Villages


What is the price range for each of these appellations?

St-Aubin , including 1er Cru
Puligny-Montrachet Villages
Chassagne Montrachet Villages


By what percentage have the prices of these wines changed on average since the
2009 vintage?



How do you see the prices of these wines changing in the next 5 years?



Why do you think this is?



What is the maximum retail price you would consider as acceptable in your shop for

St-Aubin Blanc (including 1er Cru),
Puligny Montrachet
Chassagne-Montrachet?


How many bottles of each of the following have you sold from 01/03/201501/03/2016?

White St-Aubin, including 1er Cru
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Puligny-Montrachet Villages
Chassagne-Montrachet Villages


How have your sales of these appellations changed since 2010?



In the future do you see the sales of each of these increasing, remaining the same or
decreasing



Why do you think this is?



Do consumers display an awareness of the wines of St-Aubin, or ask for them by
name:
never, sometimes or often



Do consumers display an awareness of the wines of Puligny-Montrachet and ask for
these by name: Never, sometimes or often?



Do consumers display an awareness of the wines of Chassagne-Montrachet and ask
for these by name: Never, sometimes or often?



Do you perceive the quality of the wines of St-Aubin as decreasing, constant or
improving?



Do you perceive the quality of the wines of Puligny-Montrachet as decreasing,
constant or improving?



Do you perceive the quality of the wines of Chassagne-Montrachet as decreasing,
constant or improving?



Please rate your perception of the quality of the wines of St-Aubin on the following
scale

0 – unacceptable
1 – poor
2 – Below average
3 – average
4 – good
5 – excellent


Please rate your perception of the quality of the wines of Chassagne-Montrachet on
the following scale

0 – unacceptable
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1 – poor
2 – Below average
3 – average
4 – good
5 – excellent


Please rate your perception of the quality of the wines of Puligny--Montrachet on the
following scale

0 – unacceptable
1 – poor
2 – Below average
3 – average
4 – good
5 – excellent


Please rate your perception of the quality/value ratio of the wines of St-Aubin on the
following scale

0 – unacceptable
1 – poor
2 – Below average
3 – average
4 – good
5 – excellent


Please rate your perception of the quality/value ratio of the wines of Chassagne and
Puligny-Montrachet on the following scale

0 – unacceptable
1 – poor
2 – Below average
3 – average
4 – good
5 – excellent


Are you considering increasing or decreasing your range of wines from St-Aubin?
Why?



Are you considering increasing or decreasing your range of wines from Puligny and
Chassagne Montrachet?
Why?
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Are you considering increasing or decreasing your range of wines from PulignyMontrachet?
Why?



Are you considering increasing or decreasing your range of wines from ChassagneMontrachet?
Why?



What do you feel are the opportunities and obstacles for the growth of St-Aubin in
the London independent wine retail sector?



What do you feel are the obstacles to the growth of St-Aubin in the London
independent wine retail sector?



To what extent do you feel the wines of St-Aubin can provide an alternative to
village-level Puligny and Chassagne Montrachet in the London independent wine
retail sector?



Any other comments around the suitability and potential of the white wines St-Aubin
as an alternative to those of Puligny and Chassagne Montrachet Villages?

Producer Questions


What do you feel are the specific characteristics of the white wines of St-Aubin?



What do you feel are the specific characteristics of the terroir of St-Aubin?



What are the main differences for you between St-Aubin, Puligny-Montrachet and
Chassagne-Montrachet in terms of:
Terroir
Climate
Viticulture (pruning, clones, vine density, vigour, harvest date, etc)
How you make the wine (oak, ageing, chaptalisation, fermentation, etc)
The style of the wines (alcohol, body, complexity, potential for ageing, etc)



Has the quality of St-Aubin changed in the last 10 years, and if so, how and why?



Do you find that the demand for your wines from each of these communes is
increasing or decreasing?
Why do you think this is?
Is this particular to any specific market?
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Do you think that the prices of the wines from these appellations will increase,
decrease or remain the same over the next 5 years?
Why do you think this is?



Do you feel that the white wines of St-Aubin can reach the same average level of
pricing as Puligny-Montrachet Villages and Chassagne-Montrachet Villages?
Why do you think this?



Do you feel that the white wines of St-Aubin can reach the same average level of
quality as Puligny-Montrachet Villages and Chassagne-Montrachet Villages?
Why do you think this?



How the Burgundy wine producers’ perception of St-Aubin changed in the last 20
years?



How do you feel the consumers’ perception of St-Aubin changed in the last 20
years?



Would you like to expand holdings in any of these 3 appellations, and if so, which is
most attractive to you and why?



Are there any aspects of the St-Aubin appellation that you feel are particular
positives or barriers to future success, especially in relation to Puligny and
Chassagne-Montrachet?



Are you motivated to expand holdings in any of these communes, and if so, which is
most attractive to you?

Importer Questions:


Please provide details of sales of wines from the following appellations from 2010 –
present: St-Aubin Blanc (village and 1er cru), village-level Puligny-Montrachet
village-level Chassagne-Montrachet.



Please provide details of pricingof wines from the following appellations from 2010 –
present: St-Aubin Blanc (village and 1er cru), village-level Puligny-Montrachet
village-level Chassagne-Montrachet.
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How do you feel the quality and style of St-Aubin compares to Puligny and
Chassagne?



What do you feel are the advantages and disadvantages of St-Aubin as an
appellation in terms of terroir, availability, reputation, marketing, etc?



How can you see prices of village level Puligny and Chassagne changing?



How can you see prices of village and 1er Cru St-Aubin Blanc changing?



What do you feel is the potential for the white wines of St-Aubin to providean
alternative to those Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet?



What thoughts do you have of the future of these three appellations in the London
independent off trade?
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